China under Deng Xiaoping and his successors
What is the order (from first to last) of Communist China’s recent leaders? (MCh)

- A. Chiang Kai-Shek, Deng Xiaoping, Hu Jintao, and Xi Jinping
- B. Mao Zedong, Deng Xiaoping, Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao
- C. Mao Zedong, Yao Ming, Yi Jianlian, Li Na
- D. Xi Jinping, Hu Jintao, Jiang Zemin, and Deng Xiaoping
- Yes, B. is correct
What was the name of the reforms associated with Deng Xiaoping?

(MCh)

A. The Four Modernizations
B. The New Reform Program (or NRP)
C. The New Deal
D. The Great Leap Forward
What is the meaning of this saying attributed to Deng Xiaoping?

It doesn't matter if a cat is black or white, so long as it catches mice.

—— Deng Xiaoping ——
Which British leader did Deng and Gorbachev meet with in 1984 in an effort to improve relations?
The main idea of this cartoon is that Deng Xiaoping will be remembered most for the:

a. destruction of Western art.
b. bloodshed in Tiananmen Square.
c. preservation of Chinese historical sites.
d. adoption of a capitalist economy.
Deng’s response to the demonstrations
Which statement best reflects this cartoonist’s point of view?

a. The development of the computer industry is prohibited in China.
b. Chinese prisoners are denied access to computers.
c. Foreign software developers have flooded the market.
d. Some American firms have assisted the Chinese government in monitoring citizen Internet use.

Source: Chris Britt, The State Journal-Register, Copley News Service
Who is China’s current leader?

Yes, it is Xi Jinping
What is an area where China has pushed ahead despite opposition from its neighbors?

Yes, it is the South China Sea
China claims ownership of most of the South China Sea and has started to build artificial islands on deserted outcrops to support its stance.
An artificial island under construction by the Chinese military
You're out of step with international rules!

Your remarks are groundless and not constructive!

Sea Wall of China
Who is China telling to get lost?
What is another criticism of China’s leaders?
What is the meaning of this cartoon?

The cartoon depicts a character named XI saying, "WE'RE DETERMINED TO WIPE OUT CORRUPTION!

There is also a sign on the stairs that reads "ELITE'S HIDDEN WEALTH."
Other ongoing concerns in China

- Air and water pollution
- Slowdown in economic growth
- Disparity between countryside and cities
- Problems in Tibet and Xinjiang with non-Han Chinese minorities
- Hong Kong re: more freedom and autonomy
- Taiwan: sovereign country or “renegade province?”
- Need for more energy, natural resources
- Relationship with the U.S. re: Trade and Defense
China, the Dalai Lama and Tibet
One Child Policy (1980-2015): Effect on China’s population? Population growth has slowed but this policy has led to a gender imbalance (more males than females) and a graying population (an increasingly large number of people over 65 to support)